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MY EXPERIENCE ON OVER COMING CONFLICT 

Conflict is an active disagreement between people with 

opposing, principles or a struggle that the protagonist faces. 

Conflict may occur between friends, fellow citizens, and 

between the nations too. In my opinion, there are two types of 

conflicts and they are INTERNAL and EXTERNAL conflict. Some 

causes of conflict are lack of trust, misunderstanding, 

miscommunication, jealousy, personality differences, and many 

more. Likewise, we have faced many conflicts and problems in 

our lives. Related to that I have also faced many conflicts, 

problems, and misunderstandings. Now today here I am talking 

about any one of the conflicts that I have faced. 

 

There was a science class test for our 2nd term exam. A boy 

from our class named Pranish was extremely smart and 

talented and scored good grades in every term. Another 

student from our class named Benith so-called a gang leader of 

a small friend circle. Benith was jealous of Pranish cause of his 

smartness. One day there was a project of math related to sets 



and we had to make a presentation on it. On that day Pranish 

and Benith were in the same team. Pranish was working hard to 

make their presentation and the project the best of all and also 

to score the highest marks among all of the groups that were 

present in our class. While Benith was talking, not doing any 

work, and roaming around. 

 

After some time while they were doing their project Pranish 

was asking help from Benith but he refused to help and they 

both we're arguing. Benith was saying how dare you to order 

me to do this stupid work. Benith was burning with anger. 

During the tiffin break when Pranish was enjoying and having 

his lunch. One of the members of Benith's gang named Ronu 

showed up to Pranish and told him to meet them on the 

football field alone. After Pranish had his lunch he visited the 

field alone. After waiting for a few minutes the gang of Benith 

approached Pranish. Spanish was so confused about what was 

going on. The gang Benith called Pranish and suddenly started 

to beat Pranish. Beating Pranish constantly caused him to have 

a bad injury. Spanish also had a major problem in his left hand. 

Also, he was hospitalized for 3 days.  

 

 

 

 



After all the events on the afternoon of that incident pranish 

didn't complain to any teachers and kept the incident to 

himself. The information about how Pranish gets bullied and 

beaten up by Benith spreads like wildfire throughout the 

school. After all the aftermath there was a plan going on with 

Pranish. The plan that was running through his mind was to 

again attack and fight back Benith's gang to get his revenge 

with the help of his local gang friends.  

  

I was closely observing both and eventually, I knew about the 

truth. I was tired and was unable to hold the truth. Then I 

rushed to our principal mam's office to tell all the things that 

were happening between Benith's gang, Benith, and Pranish.  

Our principal mam immediately called all of the members of 

Benith's gang and Pranish to the field. On that day our principal 

mam asked about all of the truth regarding the fight. 

 

 The other day our principal mam called all of the gang 

members of Benith, Pranish, Benith himself, Pranish's parents, 

and Benith's parents. Benith's parents made a compromise 

between Pranish under certain circumstances. All of the 

medical expenditures that had occurred should be paid by 

Benith and his family. 

 

 



Benith and his gang members were separated and divided into 

different sections. The school will be monitoring the act and 

they will be strictly supervised. The school gave a penalty of 

cleaning all of the classrooms after they had completed their 

studies. This was the conflict that I solved and that I faced. 

  

The way I solved this conflict made me realize that sometimes 

we may face various big conflicts instead of panicking we 

should be able to think calmly and should be able to solve them 

effectively. In my opinion, we can solve conflicts in numerous 

ways for example we can do some active listening, 

compromising, defining the conflict, and many more.  

 

 

 

Many people try to stay away from the problems and conflicts 

that they are going through, we should never try to do that we 

should try to solve it without any fear. The best way we can 

solve a conflict is through open and honest communication. 

 

   

NEVER REFUSE AN ASSIGNMENT EXCEPT WHEN THERE IS A 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST, A POTENTIAL DANGER TO YOU OR 

YOUR FAMILY, OR YOU HOLD A STRONGLY BIASED ATTITUDE 

ABOUT THE SUBJECT UNDER FOCUS. 

 



 

THE END 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE END 
 

 

 

 

 

 


